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Abstract: Backpack transportation is commonly used in daily life. Reducing the cost of the backpack
on the human body is a widely researched subject. Suspended-load backpacks (SUSBs) based on
forced vibration can effectively reduce the cost during movement. The intrinsic frequency of the
SUSB is determined by the elastic components of the SUSB. Previous researchers used pulleys and
rubber ropes as the elastic components. We propose a pre-compression design strategy based on pre-
compression springs. Compared with previous studies, the use of pre-compression springs as elastic
elements improves the reliability of the SUSB structure, avoids the inconvenience of nonlinearity
and material aging, and adds the ability to flexibly adjust the sliding distance of the backpack.
Moreover, previous studies utilized the relative motion between the carrying part and the backpack
part to scavenge the vibration energy. We propose that the vibration energy can also be scavenged
by the relative motion between the elastic components. A theoretical model is developed for the
pre-compression SUSB. We experimentally confirm the performance of the pre-compression SUSB.
This work provides new design ideas for SUSBs with reduced energy costs. In Part 2, we propose a
bio-inspired pre-rotation design that has the advantage of occupying less space.

Keywords: backpack transporting; reducing cost; suspended-load backpack; pre-compression design;
energy scavenging

1. Introduction
1.1. Background

The transport of goods is not only a necessary condition for advanced business activities
but also part of people’s daily lives. Usually, people use animals [1] and machines [2–5]
to transport goods. However, the carrying of heavy loads by the body is inevitable [6,7].
In long-term practice, many methods of carrying heavy loads have been developed, such
as balancing loads on the head, suspending backpacks from the shoulders, and holding
objects in the hands [8,9]. Recently, various powered exoskeletons [10–13] and unpowered
exoskeletons [14–16] have also been developed. The backpack remains the most extensive
and economical method. In order to make the backpack more comfortable and energy-saving,
many designs have been proposed, such as adding a belt to transfer part of the weight to the
waist and increasing the comfort of the back by adding a suspended carrying system.

Due to the limitation of battery storage capacity, it is important to rely on one’s own
power generation equipment in the absence of an external power supply. Electromag-
netic generators, piezoelectric generators, and triboelectric nanogenerators (TENGs) are
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commonly utilized to scavenge energy from the environment [17–23]. TENGs have the
advantages of high output power, simple fabrication, low costs, and a light weight. Since
the emergence of TENGs in 2012, they have been developed rapidly for energy scavenging,
which has been widely employed in the fields of wearable devices, self-powered sensors,
and blue energy [24–29].

1.2. Formulation of the Problem of Interest for This Investigation

During locomotion, a person’s hip moves vertically by 5–7 cm [30]. The backpack
moves vertically in synchronization with the body and has the same amplitude as the
body since it is fixedly connected to it. The vertical motion of the backpack generates an
additional acceleration force on the wearer [31], resulting in the wearer being subjected
to a peak force that is greater than the gravity of the backpack. Recently, suspended-load
backpacks (SUSBs) based on forced vibration have been proposed [32]. Compared to a
traditional backpack, the SUSB has newly added elastic components. When the intrinsic
frequency of the SUSB is slightly smaller than the frequency of walking or running, the
SUSB can effectively reduce the maximum force of the load on the body and reduce the
energy consumption of the body [32–36]. As shown in Figure 1a, the red dotted line is the
trajectory of the center of mass (CM) of the SUSB, and the black dotted line the trajectory of
the CM of the body. The vertical movement amplitude of the SUSB is smaller than that of
the body. When the intrinsic frequency of the SUSB is close to the frequency of the motion,
the peak force and energy consumption increase instead [37]. The question of how to adjust
the intrinsic frequency of the SUSB so that the vertical movement amplitude is smaller than
the vertical movement amplitude of the human body is a major challenge in the research.
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The SUSB continues to vibrate during its usage. The vibration energy is not utilized
efficiently. TENGs are useful for the conversion of vibration energy into electrical energy.
The vibration energy can be collected by installing TENGs on SUSBs to supply energy to
small electronic devices. The question of how to attach energy-harvesting devices to the
SUSB is another challenge in the research.

1.3. Literature Survey

Rome et al., in 2007, designed an SUSB that reduces the body’s metabolism during
movement [32]. Foissac et al. predicted the vertical motion of SUSBs with a single-degree-
of-freedom model [37]. They stated that the resonance effect can lead to a modified walking
pattern and an increased metabolic cost. Hoover et al. suggested that SUSBs should be
designed with lower stiffness values than the performance stiffness for a given backpack
load and frequency of motion [33]. Ackerman et al. explained the different experimental
energy results found when carrying SUSBs and systematically investigated the effect of
SUSB parameters on the energy cost of human walking [35]. Li et al. employed a single-
degree-of-freedom model to quantitatively assess the effect of the stiffness and damping of
SUSBs on the body’s energy cost [34]. Harandi et al. designed a nonlinear stiffness system
with low dynamic stiffness and high static stiffness [38]. This mechanism included one
horizontal and two oblique springs. They conducted theoretical and software analyses
of the nonlinear stiffness systems. Yang et al. designed an SUSB with adjustable stiffness
utilizing an electric motor [39]. The stiffness of the system was adjusted to appropriate
values at different speeds to improve the metabolic cost reduction effect of SUSBs. Yang et al.
reported on an SUSB based on a TENG for the harvesting of wasted energy from human
movement [36]. Fan et al. designed an SUSB based on an innovative flexible mechanical
motion rectifier [40]. The flexible mechanical motion rectifier was composed of an inelastic
strap, an elastic strap, a shaft with a double-layered plectrum, and a rotor.

1.4. Scope and Contribution of This Study

The intrinsic frequency of the SUSB has a significant impact on the peak force and
energy consumption. The intrinsic frequency of the SUSB is determined by the elastic com-
ponents of the SUSB, so the design of the elastic components is crucial. Previous researchers
have used pulleys and rubber ropes as the elastic components of SUSBs (Figure 1b) [30,36].
This complicates the structure of the SUSB and reduces its reliability. Rubber ropes also
suffer from a nonlinear stress–strain curve and material aging [41–43]. The deformation
range of the rubber rope during the use of the SUSB is generally small, so the problem
of the nonlinearity of the stress–strain curve is not obvious and will not affect the SUSB.
When the load on the SUSB varies widely, the deformation range of the rubber rope also
changes significantly. Since the stress–strain curve of the rubber rope is nonlinear, the
stiffness of the rubber rope needs to be reevaluated at this time. This can complicate the
design of the SUSB. The aging of the rubber material will cause the rubber rope to break
easily after the SUSB is used for a long time. We adopted pre-compression springs as the
elastic components of the SUSB. The absence of pulleys and rubber ropes in the elastic
components reduces the complexity of the SUSB structure and avoids the inconvenience of
nonlinearity and material aging.

The smaller the stiffness of the elastic components of the SUSB, the smaller the peak
force and energy consumption. The backpack will slide downward with the deformation of
the elastic components. In order to avoid the backpack sliding down to an uncomfortable
position, we propose a pre-compression design that can adjust the downward sliding
distance of the backpack. This problem has not been studied by other researchers.

Yang et al. added a sliding TENG to a rubber-rope-based SUSB [36]. Because this
TENG scavenges energy via the relative movement between the carrying part and the
backpack part, the TENG is universal to all SUSBs. In addition to the universal TENG
introduced by Yang, our SUSB can be equipped with a TENG in the elastic components,
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which scavenges energy via the relative movement between the elastic components. This
represents a major innovation in TENG design.

1.5. Organization of the Paper

The theoretical analysis of the pre-compression SUSB is carried out. We experimen-
tally confirm the performance of the pre-compression SUSB. The effect of the buckling
behavior of the spring on the suspension effect is investigated. This work provides a new
design concept for an SUSB with reduced maximum forces and energy consumption. The
vibrational energy of the pre-compression SUSB has potential to be scavenged. In Part 2, we
propose a pre-rotation design that uses a pre-rotation spiral spring as the elastic component
of the SUSB. Since the spiral spring will only rotate and not elongate when it is under force,
the spiral spring occupies less space. A pre-rotation SUSB has the advantage of saving
space. The theoretical analysis of the pre-rotation SUSB is carried out. The performance of
the pre-rotation SUSB is verified experimentally. The corresponding energy scavenging
design is provided for the pre-rotation SUSB. The bio-inspired pre-rotation design provides
a unique design approach for small SUSBs and small suspended-load devices.

2. Methods

Experiments and Electrical Measurements: The pre-compression SUSB was mounted
on a self-made vertical vibration machine that could perform low-frequency and large-
amplitude experiments. Two displacement sensors mounted on the machine and the
pre-compression SUSB were used to measure the displacement of the carrying part and
backpack part, respectively. Experimental data from displacement sensors were recorded
by a voltmeter (34972A, Keysight, Santa Rosa, CA, USA) at a constant voltage output from
a power meter.

Finite Element Analysis (FEA): We selected ABAQUS to perform FEA. The diameters
of the support poles were 2.5 mm, 3.5 mm, 4.5 mm, and 5.5 mm. The springs, composed
of piano wire, and support poles composed of stainless steel were treated as linear elastic
materials, where the Poisson’s ratio and Young’s modulus of the piano wire and stainless
steel were 200 GPa and 0.3, respectively. The FEA model employed an analysis step whose
procedure type was static general. The analysis step also included the nonlinear effects
of large deformations and displacements. The bottom of the spring was clamped and the
displacement load was applied at the top. The support pole was clamped at the top. The
spring and support pole were set up as solid parts with the hexahedron elements C3D8R.

3. Results and Discussion

We designed a pre-compression SUSB (Figure 1c), which has three components: a
backpack part to carry the load, a carrying part to connect to the body, and a flexible
connection system to connect the backpack part and the carrying part. The backpack part is
capable of sliding relative to the carrying part through the flexible connection system. The
most critical part of the flexible connection system is the elastic components. Compared
with the previous SUSB, we adopt the pre-compression design strategy, replacing the
elastic components from the pulleys and rubber ropes with pre-compression springs. Metal
springs not only have a linear stress–strain curve but also do not suffer from material aging.
Multiple pre-compression springs are arranged in parallel in the flexible connection system.
In order to avoid the excessive buckling of the pre-compression spring during compression,
a support rod slightly smaller than the inner diameter of the pre-compression spring is
inserted into the pre-compression spring. The flexible connection system has a slide rail
on each side. The slide rails have two sliders that slide vertically. The sliders are fixedly
connected to the backpack. Under the action of the backpack’s gravity, the pre-compression
springs are further compressed. The relative movement between the body and backpack
during travel causes the spring to compress and stretch. The other side of the two sliders is
connected fixedly to the back plate of the backpack. A lock switch on the slide can lock the
slider and prevent it from sliding. After locking, the SUSB becomes a traditional backpack.
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The height of the pre-compression spring when it is compressed to its shortest length is
called the solid height, which is also the height of the pre-compression spring when all the
coils touch each other. The solid height takes up a certain amount of space, which makes it
difficult to reduce the space for the pre-compression SUSB.

The pre-compression in the pre-compression spring means that the spring installed in
the flexible connection system is already compressed without a load. If the spring is not
pre-compressed when installed, then the spring installed in the flexible connection system
remains at its original length L0. The distance that the backpack slides after loading is equal
to the amount of compression of the spring ∆L, as shown in Figure 2a. The backpack and
the flexible connection system are fixedly connected by sliders (short red line). Because of
the long downward sliding distance, the backpack may slide down to an uncomfortable
position on the back, such as the hip position. This leads to uncomfortable walking. The
pre-compression spring has the pre-compression amount Lpre without a load, as shown in
Figure 2b. Under a load, the downward sliding distance of the backpack becomes ∆L− Lpre.
Therefore, the pre-compression design can adjust the distance of downward sliding to
prevent the backpack from sliding down to an uncomfortable position, improving the wear
comfort. Previous studies have not mentioned this [30,36].
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To analyze the vertical motion of the pre-compression SUSB during locomotion, we
established a spring–mass–damper model in displacement excitation (Figure 3a) under the
assumption that there is no relative movement between the body and the carrying part.
The equation is

m
d2yload

dt2 + c
(

dyload
dt
−

dybody

dt

)
+ k
(

yload − ybody

)
= 0 (1)

where ybody is the displacement of the body’s center of mass. yload is the displacement of
the loaded backpack part. m is the mass of the backpack part. c is the damping coefficient.
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k is the stiffness coefficient. The displacement of the body is ybody = B sin(ωt), where
ω is the radial frequency and B is the amplitude. The natural radial frequency of the
pre-compression SUSB is ωn =

√
k/m. The displacement of the backpack part is

yload = A sin(ωt− α) (2)

whereby α is the relative phase shift and A is the amplitude. Solving the steady-state
response of Equation (1) gives the amplitude ratio A/B and the phase shift shown in
Equations (3) and (4) below:

A
B

=

√√√√ 1 + 4ζ2ω2(
1−ω2)2

+ 4ζ2ω2
(3)

tan α =
2ζω3

1−ω2 + 4ζ2ω2 (4)

where ω = ω/ωn is the radial frequency ratio and ζ = c/2mωn is the damping ratio.
Because there is no elastic component in the traditional backpack, the stiffness of the
traditional backpack is considered to be infinite. Moreover, the radial frequency ratio ω of
the traditional backpack is 0 and the amplitude ratio is 1. The force of the pre-compression
SUSB on the body is

Fbackpack = mg−m
d2yload

dt2 = mg + mω2 A sin(ωt− α) (5)
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When sin(ωt− α) = 1, the peak force Fbackpack is

Fpeak = mg + mω2 A = mg + mω2B
A
B

(6)

When the amplitude ratio A/B is less than 1, the pre-compression SUSB has the effect
of reducing the peak force. According to Equation (3), the relationship between amplitude
ratio A/B and radial frequency ratio ω is as shown in Figure 3b. When the radial frequency
ratio ω is larger than

√
2, the amplitude ratio A/B is less than 1, and the ratio of amplitudes

A/B falls as the radial frequency ratio ω rises. In order to allow the pre-compression SUSB
to achieve the suspension effect, the design of the pre-compression SUSB should ensure
that the radial frequency ratio ω is greater than

√
2. The larger the radial frequency ratio ω,

the better the suspension effect.
The natural frequency of the pre-compression SUSB is

f =
ω

2π
=

1
2π

√
k
m

(7)

From Equation (7), it can be found that the natural frequency of the pre-compression
SUSB is jointly determined by two parameters, the mass of the weight m and the stiffness
k of the pre-compression SUSB. A simplification is applied for the specific case of the
pre-compression SUSB. According to Hooker’s law, we can obtain

∆L = Lpre + ∆L− Lpre =
mg
k

(8)

When the pre-compression SUSB is not loaded, there is a pre-compression load on the
spring due to the limitations of the flexible connection system. When the pre-compression
SUSB is under a load, the spring is compressed to a shorter length and is no longer
limited by the flexible connection system; thus, there is no pre-compression load. The
theoretical analysis model analyzes the motion of the pre-compression SUSB under a load.
Therefore, there is no such parameter as the pre-compression load in the theoretical analysis
model. The pre-compression load is a part of mg, as shown in Equation (8). Substituting
Equation (8) into Equation (7),

f =
1

2π

√
g

∆L
(9)

As can be found from Equation (9), the natural frequency of the pre-compression
SUSB is related to only one parameter, the compression amount ∆L. Equation (9) simplifies
the process of evaluating the performance of the pre-compression SUSB. Figure 3c shows
the relationship between the compression amount ∆L and the natural frequency f in
Equation (9), where the natural frequency f decreases as the compression amount ∆L
increases. The relationship between the compression amount ∆L and the amplitude ratio
A/B is similar to the relationship between the radial frequency ratio ω and the amplitude
ratio A/B. Figure 3d demonstrates the relationship between the compression amount ∆L
and the amplitude ratio A/B when the excitation frequency is 2 Hz. The inset of Figure 3d
is an enlargement of Figure 3d, illustrating the trend of the compression amount ∆L for
amplitude ratios A/B less than 1. As the compression amount ∆L increases, the amplitude
ratio A/B decreases.

For the purpose of verifying the feasibility of the pre-compression design strategy, we
manufacture a pre-compression SUSB. The elastic components are composed of springs
in parallel. The compression amount ∆L = 162 mm and the natural frequency f of the
pre-compression backpack is 1.23 Hz under the load m = 25 kg. The origin length of the
spring L0 = 465 mm, and the pre-compression amount Lpre = 65 mm. The living space
of the top of the spring Lw = 140 mm (L2 = 70 mm, L3 = 70 mm) is much larger than
the distance of the hip rising 50− 70 mm on each step, avoiding the collision between the
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spring and the flexible connection system. The minimum working length L1 = 224 mm is
greater than the solid length of the spring.

To evaluate the performance of the pre-compression SUSB, we conduct a vertical
vibration experiment. The excitation amplitude throughout the experiment is 49 mm.
Since the carrying part is fixed to the excitation source, the carrying part has the same
displacement as the excitation source. The traditional backpack can be considered as fixed
on the body of the wearer. Thus, the comparison of the amplitude between the carrying part
and the backpack part can be regarded as the comparison between the traditional backpack
and the pre-compression SUSB. Figure 4b demonstrates the positions of the carrying part
and the backpack part at a radial frequency ratio of 2.5. Theoretical results are shown as
solid lines, and experimental results are shown as scattered points. Displacement sensors
are essentially slide rheostats that have different amounts of resistance at different positions.
The measured resistance value is converted into a voltage value under a constant voltage
source. The displacement of the movement can be calculated from the voltage difference
before and after the movement. Each scattered point represents a position. The sequential
scattered points show the trajectory of the carrying part and the backpack part over time,
resulting in movement in the vertical direction. The theoretical results for the backpack part
are derived from the theoretical curves obtained by fitting in the following. The theoretical
and experimental results are well matched. Rome et al. showed that the displacement of
the carrying part is 68 mm and the displacement of the backpack part is 26.5 mm with a
load of 27 kg [32]. The displacement of the backpack part is 38.7% of that of the carrying
part. Yang et al. showed that the displacement of the carrying part is 35.111 mm and the
displacement of the backpack part is 25.015 mm at a vibration frequency of 1.82 Hz [36].
The displacement of the backpack part is 71.2% of that of the carrying part. In our work,
the amplitude of the backpack part (15 mm) is much smaller than that of the carrying part
(49 mm). The displacement of the backpack part is 30.6% of that of the carrying part, which
confirms that the pre-compression SUSB has a good suspension effect. The weight and
gravity of the other components (the carrying part and flexible connection system) of the
pre-compression SUSB are 3.2 kg and 31.36 N, respectively. In the study of Rome et al., in
the case wherein the load is 27 kg and the displacement of the backpack part is 38.7% of
the carrying part, the extra load of the traditional backpack is 154.5 N greater than that
of the SUSB [32]. In our work, the load of the pre-compression SUSB is 25 kg and the
displacement of the backpack part is 30.6% of the carrying part. Our conditions are similar
to Rome et al.’s, so the extra load added by the other components is certainly less than that
caused by a traditional backpack. We measured the position conditions of the carrying part
and the backpack part for radial frequency ratios ranging from 1.55 to 2.67. The amplitudes
of the movements were obtained by subtracting the highest point of the position from the
lowest point of the position. Since one end of the displacement sensors is fixed with respect
to the ground, the displacement amplitudes of the backpack part and the carrying part are
both considered with respect to the ground. As shown in Figure 4c, as the radial frequency
ratio decreases, the amplitude of the carrying part remains constant and the amplitude
of the backpack part decreases, which is consistent with the theoretical prediction. It is
illustrated in Figure 4d that the theoretical curve of the amplitude ratio versus the radial
frequency ratio is obtained by fitting the amplitude values of the backpack part that were
measured experimentally into the theoretical equation. The damping ratio of this SUSB
(ζ = 0.21) is also obtained by fitting.

Springs with large aspect ratios inevitably exhibit buckling behavior during com-
pression. We insert a support pole with a similar diameter in the middle of the spring,
effectively alleviating the phenomenon of spring buckling. It still can be observed that
slight buckling occurs on the spring during compression. If the compression stiffness of the
spring changes significantly, this will have a significant impact on the suspension effect
of the pre-compression SUSB. Therefore, it is necessary to study the compression stiffness
of the spring under limiting buckling. We perform FEA to investigate the changes in the
compression stiffness of the spring with support poles of different diameters. The FEA
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deformation shapes at 30% strain can be seen in Figure 5a. As the diameter of the support
pole becomes smaller, the degree of buckling of the spring becomes larger. As shown
in Figure 5b, although the spring buckles during compression, the compression stiffness
(slope in the strain–force curve) of the spring remains constant. It was originally thought
that the compression stiffness of the spring under the small-diameter support pole would
become much smaller. The FEA results show that the compression stiffness of the spring
with a small-diameter support pole is not notably lower than that of the spring with a
large-diameter support pole. This shows that the diameter of the support pole has little
effect on the compression stiffness of the spring.
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Figure 4. Experimental and theoretical study of the pre-compression SUSB. (a) Physical illustration
of the pre-compression SUSB in the experiment. (b) Theoretical (solid line) and experimental (scatter)
diagrams of the displacement of the carrying part and backpack part at the radial frequency ratio of
2.5. (c) Amplitude of the carrying part and backpack part at different radial frequency ratios. (d) The
theoretical relationship between the amplitude ratio and the radial frequency ratio achieved by fitting
the experimental findings.
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There is relative movement of the carrying part and the backpack part in the pre-
compression SUSB. Vibration energy generated by the relative movement of the carrying
part and the backpack part is scavenged using a sliding TENG. Relative movement also
occurs between the pre-compression spring and the support pole in the elastic component
during movement. Sliding TENGs can be installed on each pair of pre-compression springs
and support poles. The pre-compression SUSB can scavenge the vibration energy from the
movement through these two types of TENGs. We intend to focus on the energy scavenging
potential in our future work.

4. Concluding Remarks

i. We propose a new design strategy of pre-compression, using pre-compression springs
as the elastic components of the SUSB. Previous researchers used pulleys and rubber
ropes as the elastic components. Compared with previous studies, the use of pre-
compression springs as elastic elements improves the reliability of the SUSB structure,
avoids the inconvenience of nonlinearity and material aging, and adds the ability to
flexibly adjust the sliding distance of the backpack.

ii. A theoretical model is developed for the pre-compression SUSB. The natural fre-
quency of the pre-compression SUSB is related to only one parameter, the compres-
sion amount ∆L. This simplifies the process of evaluating the performance of the
pre-compression SUSB.

iii. We manufacture the pre-compression SUSB. The suspension performance of the
pre-compression SUSB is verified with experiments. At a radial frequency ratio of
2.5, the amplitude of the backpack part is only 30.6% of that of the carrying part.
The effect of the buckling behavior of the compression spring on the suspension
effect is investigated by FEA. The diameter of the support pole has little effect on the
compression stiffness of the spring.

iv. Previous work added a sliding TENG to the rubber-rope-based SUSB. Because this
TENG scavenges energy via the relative movement between the carrying part and
the backpack part, the TENG is universal to all SUSBs. In addition to the universal
TENG, our SUSB can be equipped with a TENG in the elastic component, which
scavenges energy via the relative movement between the elastic components. This
work provides a new design idea for the SUSB.
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